
Portfolio Builder

ADAVO



 Building Your Future.
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Complete
Service

The Adavo Portfolio Builder service delivers high yield 
stock with all aspects of the investment catered for.

We work closely with you to find out your requirements 
and then tailor each project to your needs. All aspects are 
covered in-house from sourcing, renovating, lettings and 
management. It is a true armchair investment service.

At Adavo we strategically position each property to lead 
the market. Our renovated properties are delivered fully 
furnished and ready to rent. We employ a specification 
we know we underpin 95% plus occupancy rates along 
with high end rents. 

We deliver an unrivalled portfolio building service to our 
exclusive clientele that meets an exacting standard. Each 
property will perform at a market leading level for years 
to come and your portfolio collectively will provide a  
healthy income as well as a legacy to be proud of.

Each portfolio client can look forward to a first class  
turnkey service that will provide you with quality, high 
yield assets which will generate income for decades.

£5,000+ net
Investment

Our standard model is a discounted cash pur-
chase followed by renovation and lettings. Once 
the project is delivered we will then target a re-
mortgage at the end value to release as much of 
the original funds as practicable. 

Typically the initial purchase is in the £40,000-
£60,000 price bracket. The renovations will be 
kept to a minimum by trying to find deals that do 
not require a lot of work. We will aim to spend 
between £5,000-£10,000 per project. Finally we 
will arrange a re-mortgage at the end value which 
usually leaves around £5,000-£15,000 left in the 
deal. This is the net investment figure per deal.

Our average income level is a 6-8% net yield 
per annum. This will be net of all true costs such 
as full management, tenant find fees, buildings        
insurance. After the re-mortgage the net geared 
yield will increase substantially.

Full management is included in the figures as well 
as a half month tenant find fee to allow us to use 
several local lettings agents each year as part of a 
multi-agent approach. This keeps the occupancy 
rate high by design. 
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20-30% 
discounts

The Portfolio Builder service will source suitable 
properties that fit your agreed criteria. As part of this 
we will look to bid aggressively and achieve a large 
discount from the property’s current market value.

A huge part of making money in property is buying 
well. We are highly experienced in this area and often 
achieve discounts that amateur investors didn’t even 
know were possible.

If a property is on the market at £150,000 we typically 
bid around the £120,000 mark or lower. We look for 
distressed property in good locations that we can buy 
cheaply and add value.

Any discount is passed on to the client in full.

excellence

We are committed to excellence. Adavo is a process orientated business that 
drives standards through every part of our service. We have very exacting 
standards that aim to position us ahead of the competition both in returns, 
security and service level.

Our business is rooted on strong foundations. Years of experience have refined 
our business model to a point where we can consistently deliver results. We 
use that experience to deliver your portfolio on time and on budget.

Excellence to us at present is successfully providing steady, reliable returns. It 
is showing a clear, transparent investment processes and strong operational 
management of risk. We believe Adavo provides this service. 
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Well defined
target Markets

Our Portfolio Builder investment is driven by its target 
market. We identify the target audience in advance and 
tailor the property to suit. This can be business parks, city 
centres, universities, hospitals and large scale employers. 

The UK private rented sector enjoys strong demand due 
to the growing population. The lack of supply of new 
housing stock over the past few years will likely see this 
demand for rental property increase. 

In niche areas localised demand from large business parks, 
universities, government employers and hospitals further 
supports this high rental demand. There is a growing 
young professional and student population and both are  
expected to remain at a high level over the next decade. 

The UK also has a burgeoning under 35 population with 
little access to finance leaving renting as the only option. 
We expect to see a strong stable demand for many years 
to come. 

We can also arrange rental guarantee policies to underpin 
each tenancy and give you even further peace of mind.
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no uPFront FeeS

We aim to buy at a 20% discount 
from the current RICS valuation, 
which means the asset for which 
you hold the title deeds should be 
worth more than the money used 
to purchase it.

Discounted 
Purchase

(RICS Valuation)

Value Increased
(RICS Valuation)

We then renovate the property 
to increase its value, which is also 
supported by a current RICS 
valuation. This gives a further 10% 
cover.

the InveStMent exPlaIned

Value Increased
(RICS Valuation)

Once let the property will be re-
mortgaged to release as much of 
the original funds as possible. 
Adavo provides a full lettings 
management service for 10% plus 
vat on an on-going basis.

2-4 Weeks 2-4 Weeks 0-8 Weeks
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No money is paid upfront for any aspect of the deal. 
All fees and costs are billed after the services have been 
completed including all renovation work.

Impressed yet? You should be. We lead the market in 
terms of the structure we offer. The Portfolio Builder 
product is as risk-managed a property investment as you 
can design. 

We know because over the years we have offered many 
product structures on our way to the best. The only way 
you can reduce client risk to an almost negligible level is 
to invoice after the event at every point in the deal. 

That is why we do all the hard work of finding a suitable 
property, negotiating a discount, RICS surveyors, legal 
teams, local authorities and more without billing a single 
penny. You only pay for the services when you have legal 
completed the purchase of the property.

We then, remarkably, undertake all of the renovation 
work with no money upfront. We operate a standard 30 
day turnaround and only invoice the renovation fee on 
completion of work. If we haven’t done the work, you 
simply don’t pay us. 

There is no better way to structure the investment and  
Adavo Property are unique in offering this structure. 



First Class
Service

Adavo is built on a foundation of first class 
service. You can expect red carpet treatment 
for the entire term of your investment.

Our investments have been well designed 
and contain a level of service that can truly 
compete with the best in the world.

A dedicated member of staff will walk you 
through all the options available to you. You 
will have one point of contact who provides 
all the product knowledge, information, and 
documents to allow you to take an informed 
decision.

We offer all aspects of portfolio building, 
from portfolio design, sourcing, renovation  
right through to lettings.

Every aspect of your needs are catered for. 
We want all our exclusive investor family to 
feel assured and confident.

rICS valuations

Each asset comes with a current valuation up front so you know all 
the figures from the outset. We only use the most reputable panels 
of RICS valuers including:

•  Knight Frank
•  Savills
•  E-surv
•  Cushman & Wakefield
•  Spinnaka

We believe investors can have confidence in the transparency and             
reliability of these firms. They are consistently vetted and all are 
current use by global corporations around the world and have 
been chosen due to their ability to provide a trustworthy service 
that can be relied upon. 

All of the solicitors we engage are vetted by and accountable to the 
Law Society. We only select firms of the highest quality.
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expected returns We guarantee delivery of property that will have a 6%pa 
net yield or better. For mortgaged purchases we guarantee 
a 15%+ return on investment factoring the net income after 
mortgages & fees versus your deposit.

The Portfolio Builder benefits from a discounted purchase,  
a net equity profit from renovations and a strong monthly  
income once completed.

This gives the best of both worlds. You secure an equity 
profit as part of the process which is often a healthy return 
in its own right. 

You then also benefit from the high net income that the re-
mortgage approach generates. It gives the investment both 
a paper and cash flow profit. 

Each property usually rents on the first or second viewing. 
This can mean your rental income will begin in as little as 
one or two weeks from the day we complete renovations. 

Each part of the process has been designed to be as easy as 
possible for the client. It just works.

how It Works

guide Price Money left In net geared Yield

1 Bed £30,000-£40,000 £5,000-£10,000 15% +

2 Bed £40,000-£50,000 £5,000-£15,000 20% +

3 Bed £50,000-£70,000 £5,000-£15,000 20% +

4 Bed £70,000-£85,000 £10,000-£20,000 15% +

5 Bed £90,000-£120,000 £15,000-£30,000 15% +

6 Bed £120,000-£150,000 £15,000-£30,000 15% +

7 Bed + Bespoke

Discounted

Purchase

Standard

Renovation

Re-Mortgage

Once Let

£60,000 Market Value
20%+ Discount

£45,000
Cash

Purchase

Title
Deeds

£70,000
End Value

£10k/15k
Margin

£5k/10k Cost

Property Bought
At Discount

Renovations to 
Add Value

Equity Profit 
Once Completed

4 Weeks to 
Buy

4 Weeks to
Renovate

4 Weeks to 
Let

£70,000 End Value

Timescale
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Once we have delivered your new investment on time and on budget 
we then get down to the day in, day out task of letting & managing 
the property.

We have completed hundreds of these assets over the years and have 
refined our processes to offer a seamless lettings service.

This will start with a To-Let board being arranged on the first day 
of ownership and a staged marketing campaign. During renovations 
this will cover around 90% of the open market via Rightmove, DPG 
(which encompasses Prime Location, Find a Property etc) and the 
leading student site Accommodation for Students. We will use stock 
images from past houses at this stage to give an indication of how 
the property will look once complete.

After renovations completion the property is furnished and cleaned 
immediately. We then dress the property with soft furnishings and 
bedding to make it stand out.

A professional set of photos are taken which are then used to adver-
tise to the whole market. The initial sites used (Zoopla, Rightmove, 
AFS) will have the stock images replaced with the finished actuals 
and we will then uploads to 30+ websites via our Jupix professional 
lettings software.

The final stage is engaging several local agents which gives us a 
‘whole of market’ approach. A strong proposition designed to give 
the highest possible occupancy rate all year round. 

Insurance
We arrange buildings insurance as part of 
the investment service from the day you first 
purchase the asset.

During renovation we arrange FLEA cover 
which insures the structure of the building.

Once the work is complete after four weeks 
we then extend this to include the furniture 
as part of the service.

arrears management
From time to time some tenants fall behind 
on their payments.

We have an established process to chase rents 
starting from phone calls and letters as soon 
as the rent is missed.

This will then escalate to collection visits and 
letters to the guarantors. It is rare that we 
reach the stage of legal recourse.

Monthly reporting
Each monthly you can expect a full statement 
of rental income, management charges and 
any extraordinary items.

We use the Jupix lettings system to provide 
us with accurate figures on demand which   
allows us to keep you fully informed of the 
accounts from your portfolio each month.

You can expect up to date info all the time.

lettings & Management
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deposit protection scheme
Each tenant is required to provide a 1 month 
bond. This is then registered with one of 
three national bodies to ensure its security.

Any damage, scuffs or cleaning that is found 
at the end of each tenancy will be corrected 
using funds from the deposits. We undertake 
a full inventory at the start of each tenancy 
which allows us to highlight any issues and 
arrange for their prompt correction. 

Maintenance
The Portfolio Builder investment delivers 
a newly renovated property by design. All 
major items will have been addressed at this 
stage.

This approach reduces the maintenance that 
each property will require. 

Should any issues arise we have maintenance 
teams to correct things quickly.

utilities & broadband
You have the choice to let your properties on 
a inclusive or exclusive basis.

We arrange package deals which cap the cost 
of utilities and broadband at £10 per person 
per week. This includes gas, electricity, water 
and broadband as standard.

It is also an option to let the rooms exclusive 
of bills and leave it for the tenants to arrange.

Full management
Our Portfolio Builder service is an armchair 
experience with all aspects of management 
accounted for.

We are highly experienced in managing these 
types of properties and have successfully 
completed thousands of tenant finds to date.

Any calls, lock outs, burst pipes or otherwise 
are dealt with by our capable lettings team. 

tenant referencing
Each tenant is referenced as routine part of 
our quality control process. This ensures we 
fill the rooms with credit worthy individuals 
from the outset which in turn minimises late 
payments and arrears.

We also obtain guarantors from parents when 
letting to students. This provides an extra 
level of security and recourse should the rent 
not come in on time. 

tenant find service
We use several local agents in each city to 
find tenants. This ‘whole of market’ approach 
means that we have as wide a reach as possi-
ble for potential tenants. 

Adavo also uses over 30 websites to advertise 
each property. Your figures already take this 
fee into account which means that year after 
year we can engage local agents to maintain a 
consistently high occupancy rate.



recent Press

11 NOVEMBER 2012 - Investors pile into buy-to-let: Rents are expected to soar 18% over five years

Investors could secure an annual 8% return over the next five years by putting their cash into buy-to-let property, according to new figures. Rents will rise 18% over 
the next five years across the country and 26% in London, fuelled by demand from young workers unable to get on the property ladder, said Savills, the estate agent. 
 
However, the sharp rise in rents promises impressive total returns for investors, which take into account both yield and capital growth. Savills has calculated that 
landlords could secure average annual total returns of 6.4% over the next five years, or 33% by 2017. In London, total returns could hit 7.8% a year, or 40.3% 
over five years. New mortgage deals are also making it easier to enter the market. There are 527 buy-to-let loans on the market, more than double the number 
three years ago and up from 467 six months ago, according to Moneyfacts, the data firm. Several lenders, including Paragon, Kensington and Accord, added more 
deals last week.. The Sunday Times

08 NOVEMBER 2012 - Buy-to-let owners view property as pension

Research reveals that many private landlords view property to be a “safer bet” than investments such as pensions. Four in five private landlords say their proper-
ties are their pensions, with the majority, 61 per cent, stating that they plan to live off the rental income, research from BDRC Continental’s landlords survey 
said. Many private landlords in the research said they view property to be a safer bet than investments such as pensions. Of the 10 per cent of private landlords 
that used previously invested funds to purchase their property outright, a third said it was because they believe investing in property will produce a better return 
on their money. 

Other reasons include providing an income (19 per cent), acting as a long term investment and off-setting poor pension performance (15 per cent). A further 
8 per cent said property was an alternative investment and 6 per cent believe property carries less risk than more traditional forms of investment, for example 
stocks and shares. The Financial Times

headlines

12 NOVEMBER 2012: Why you should be optimistic on house prices. The Times

06 NOVEMBER 2012: Plenty to be positive about in buy-to-let. Mortgage Introducer

30 AUGUST 2012: Property investors still positive on buy to let. FT Adviser

12 NOVEMBER 2012: Buy to let investors win. The Guardian

08 NOVEMBER 2012: Value of buy-to-let mortgages continued to grow in the third quarter. The Telegraph
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enquiry Form
If you are interested in investing as a portfolio builder please fill out the form and an adavo representative will call to confirm receipt 
of your enquiry.

Click the ‘submit’ button to send this Form via email to enquires@adavo.co.uk. alternatively please address all written enquiry forms to 
adavo Property llP, Q16, Quorum Business Park, Benton lane, newcastle upon tyne, ne12 8Bx. You can also fax your enquiry to 0845 519 3249. 

name:

Company:

address:

City:

Postcode:

email:

Confirm email:

daytime Phone:

evening Phone:

total amount to Invest:

Cash Presently available:

target Investment date:

how did you find out about adavo?

google Yahoo Msn other
Friend tv radio Ft

Comment:

Click to SubmitFax Back: 0845 519 3249

ADAVO
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Click to visit
www.adavo.co.uk



CoMMItMent

dISCIPlIne

exCellenCe

Strength

haBIt

FaIth

PaSSIon

PerForManCe

IntegrItY

adavo ProPertY llP
regIStered oFFICe:

Q16, QuoruM BuSIneSS ParK
Benton lane

neWCaStle uPon tYne
ne12 8Bx

t: 0845 519 3248
F: 0845 519 3249

e: MaIl@adavo.Co.uK
W: adavo.Co.uK

ADAVO


